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Rezime: Uslovi koje nameće korporativno poslovanje su takvi da je odnos izmeĊu 
kompanija, potencijalnih kupaca i javnosti pod uticajem velikog broja internih i eksternih 
faktora, kao što su: zahtevi investitora, pritisak da se ispune nerealni poslovni rokovi, 
dobiti po svaku cenu, pritisak konkurencije, globalizacija itd. Rad prezentuje rezultate  
istraţivanje o poslovnoj etici pod nazivom: “Uzroci moralnih dilema u korporativnom 
poslovanju", koje je sprovedeno u kompanijama u Juţnoj i Istoĉnoj Evropi u 2009. godini. 
Na osnovu dobijenih rezultata konstruisan je standardizovani model odgovora zaposlenih 
u sluĉaju moralne dileme: javna ili korporativna korist. 
Kljuĉne reĉi: poslovna etika, korporativni moral, korporativno poslovanje, moralne 
dileme, moralna panika, moralna odgovornost  
Summary: Conditions imposed by corporate operations are such that a relationship 
between a company, potential customers and the public is affected by a great number of 
both internal and external factors, such as: requirements of investors, pressure to meet 
unrealistic business deadlines, profit at any price, pressure of competition, globalization, 
etc. This paper presents a research on business ethics under the title “Causes of Moral 
Dilemmas in Doing Business” conducted 2009 in the South and East Europe companies 
in 2009. On the basis of the obtained results, we construct standardized model of  
employees response the moral dilemma: a public or a corporate benefit. 
Key words:  business ethics, corporate morality, corporate operations, moral dilemmas, 
moral panic, moral responsibility 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

ompetition pressure, survival on the market and attainment of goals 
requires any company to make its products and services available to 
potential customers in the most efficient and commercially justifiable 

manner. A commercially justifiable manner implies legality and legitimacy, i.e. 
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compliance with the law and an ethically acceptable way of business policy 
pursuance. 

Facts tell us that legality and ethical values are often not observed on the 
market. In present-day operations, the relationship product (service) – potential 
consumers – the public is affected by a great number of internal and external 
factors.  Employee and management conduct, profit at any price, requirements 
of investors, pressure to meet unrealistic business deadlines, globalization, etc. 
are only some of the factors determining and shaping these relations and the 
way companies communicate with the market. Given such communication, the 
occurrence of numerous moral dilemmas and ethical conflicts, both with regard 
to consumers and other companies, employees, competition, society and the 
state is not unusual. 

In the last decade, management of companies was facing challenges to change 
their outdated and insufficiently efficient methods and take the opportunities 
offered by new technology, enabling them to offer each market, and therefore 
every individual consumer, exactly what they wish. Companies do not want their 
clients, either individual customers or other companies, to have several options 
when deciding on purchase. Business activities need to be planned and 
conducted in a way in offering potential buyers what they need, when they need 
it, where and how they need it, regardless of the means by which this goal is 
achieved. Accordingly, numerous handbooks on business ethics and economy 
point out the significance of ethical conduct, indicating main problems in modern 
business practice, such as: deception concerning product quality, avoidance to 
indicate possible harmful effects of a product, production and marketing of 
unsafe and hazardous products, financial misfeasance, unethical advertising, 
false testimonies of consumers or experts, manipulation, misrepresentations on 
competitors‟ products, copying well-known world brands, etc. 

In other words, market conditions and circumstances put corporate leadership in 
moral dilemmas, such as whether to speed up obsoleteness of a product by 
marketing a bunch of new products that replace the old one (i.e. old out, new in); 
whether to conceal some important information about a product and to 
misrepresent it to the public; whether to apply the tactics of exerting a high 
pressure on customers and of  excessive boasting; whether to conduct the sale 
in a way violating the privacy of potential customers. These are dilemmas 
between a morality on the one and a quick profit on the other hand. Individuals – 
company employees are increasingly facing circumstances in which they are 
expected to define a good or bad corporate conduct. The key dilemma is 
whether a company has the right to use the above mentioned unethical methods 
in its business practice in order to achieve its goal – to manufacture and sell a 
product or to render a service falling short of requirements and standards, and 
whether an employee is morally obliged and morally responsible to condemn 
such practices, i.e. whether he is obliged to put public benefit before corporate 
benefit, provoking  moral panic among the  potential customers and clients? 
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2. A MORAL DILEMMA: PUBLIC BENEFIT VS. CORPORATE 
BENEFIT 

 

A key element of doing business morally is employees. Immoral business 
activities of production, sale and advertising of products or rendering services, 
as well as an illicit or immoral market conduct generate a moral dilemma among 
employees: public benefit vs. corporate benefit. Does a company make a 
significant damage to the pubic by its unethical product policy and can an 
employee in the company do anything? Should interests of the public be 
protected or, unethical corporate activities are to be supported, as the wellbeing 
of a company is, according to shareholders (as well as some managers), above 
any individual?  (Terrance, 1996) Resolving this dilemma is a complex area, 
which must be devoted a full attention and dealt with in a serious manner, as its 
successful resolving implies another pressure on companies – that of human 
resources. It can be expected that, facing a serious intention of employees to 
confront the company they work with, companies may decide not to avoid 
guidelines relating ethical operations; not to deceive and misrepresent, but 
instead to introduce only quality products and/or services on the market. 

A moral dilemma may be interpreted as a process of a moral judgment as to  
appropriateness or inappropriateness of an action, activity or a decision of an 
institution and/or individual, against a respect of basic moral standards and 
information on facts relating to activities being the subject of the discussion. 
(Christopher, 1987). Morality consists of all types of basic moral standards, each 
of which represents certain important aspects of our conduct, but none of them 
covers all factors an employee must pay attention to when making moral 
decisions: 

 Standards of utility – they are convenient for employment in situations 
when employee‟s resources are insufficient to satisfy all his 
requirements, therefore  he must introduce, in order to support his 
arguments, measuring that is evaluation and comparison of relevant 
costs which may be incurred by his acts.   

 Standards specifying the way in which a human personality is to be 
respected, are used when the effect of personal acts crucially affects 
wellbeing and freedom of other human beings. Moral arguments of this 
type relates to basic human rights, freedom of choice, information 
available to an individual, which he needs to understand his position and 
conditions for free moral acts and avoiding any moral manipulation 
(Vuckovic, 2005). 

 Standards of equity, indicating how evenly social privileges and 
responsibilities are distributed among people according to their needs 
and their actual contribution to the community or an organization and a 
group in which they are employed (Balj, 2005). 
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 Standards of care according to which moral decisions are actually not 
objective and unbiased conclusions of what is to be done, but always 
contain an emotional drift and care for fellowmen, particularly those with 
whom we share a long pre-history of mutual confidence (Balj, 2005). 

The process of resolving moral dilemmas does not take place in vacuum. 
Employees must understand the context in which a dilemma occurred. To be 
able to judge on an optimum level, they need to understand the very issue, facts, 
values, principles and moral obligations relating to the respective case (Alvin 
Day, 2004). According to Alan Donagan (1996): Moral dilemmas usually embody 
a conflict between own needs and needs of other person or persons. An 
individual must feel responsibility, respect rights of others, avoid doing things 
which might affect others and do things that improve wellbeing of other persons 
or alleviate their distress. Acting in a morally mature way requires a high level of 
moral judgment.  

Making moral judgment is a systematic approach to making ethical decisions 
and resolving moral dilemmas (Donagan, 1996). Since ethical judgments imply   
rights and interests of others, decisions must be made carefully and must be 
justifiable by a rational analysis of a given situation. In other words, making 
moral judgment is a set of principles, rules of conduct by which an employee 
(individual) must be governed when deciding what is right and what is wrong, 
what is allowed and what is not, what is good and what is bad for the company, 
other employees, as well as for the community that is the public (Ruth, 1996). It 
is often difficult to bring a final decision. There are moral principles that may 
collide, which leads to complex moral dilemmas, which are extremely difficult to 
resolve. 

 

3. PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF A RESEARCH 
CONDUCTED AMONG EMPLOYEES IN THE COMPANIES 
OF THE EAST AND SOUTH EUROPE 

 

Methodology 

What is the attitude of employees to business ethics and morally responsible 
business on an example of companies of East and South Europe? Is the 
previously mentioned moral dilemma also present among employees in these 
companies? Is there a model of its efficient resolving? Answers to these 
questions are presented in a business ethics research under the title Causes of 
Moral Dilemmas in Business Practice, conducted for the need of this paper in 
the period May-September 2009 together with the author by Business Media, a 
market research agency from Novi Sad, Republic of Serbia and in cooperation 
with the Educons University Sremska Kamenica, Republic of Serbia. The 
research comprised over 300 employees from 50 renowned companies from 
Serbia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Macedonia, Hungary, Croatia, Montenegro, 
Romania etc. The research was conducted electronically, based on an 
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anonymous questionnaire consisting of 18 questions. All branches of industry 
are included: food-processing, chemical and construction companies, public 
enterprises, car-manufacturing industry, insurance companies, banks, mega-
market chains etc. The sample was formed in the following way: approximately 
25% or 80 respondents are employees of lower education – those who 
completed elementary school; the same percentage, or 80 respondents are 
those with secondary-school education; approximately 30% are employees with 
high-school and university degree; there is a separate group of managers. 

The main goal of the research is to determine H1: whether the employees deem 
it to be their moral responsibility and obligation to report unethical conduct of 
their company and what would be their decision if there was a moral dilemma 
induced by “morally questionable dealings”. Their responses could be classified 
as follows: 

 Firstly, the moral conduct of employees and their decision to report 
immoral business activities (51%) are equally affected by strict moral 
standards of companies and the fact that produced evidence leaves no 
doubt that business activities of their company may be termed as 
“morally questionable”, whereas, on the other hand, a fear of loss of job 
(41%) and a doubt that there will be no adequate response by the public 
(39%) are reasons which most frequently, in the countries of the region 
in which conditions of conducting business are still not sufficiently 
regulated by the law, make employees not to act in favors of public 
benefits.  

 Secondly, employees state that greatest influence on conducting, 
"morally questionable business activities" has their competition (grade 
3.75) and business pressures (grade 3.75), whereas even 62% of the 
respondents deem business activities of their own company to be 
"good", such as they are actually presented to be, meeting 
requirements, needs and wishes of consumers, that is the public.   

 Thirdly, respondents state that morally appropriate business activities 
may be achieved by integrating a strong, highly moral business culture 
(29%), by adopting ethical codes (22%) and through national and 
international legal framework (19%). 

 Fourthly, when distribution of moral responsibility is concerned and 
reasons leading to a "moral fall and crisis" of business activities, the list 
is as follows: companies (grade 3.85), advertising agencies (grade 
3.45), media (grade 3.1) being primarily responsible for disseminating 
false information and creating a false image of companies in the public, 
government and the legal framework (grade 2.8), whereas individuals, 
as a part of the public, are ranked last (grade 1.9). 

The most important questions, employee responses, comments to the 
responses and research results are illustrated in the following graphical 
presentations:   
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Summary of the most important results of the research 

Question   1:  

 

Moral conduct of companies is...? 

4% 

96% 

They operating in the 

interest of shareholders 
 
They are operating in the 

 interest of the community      
and shareholders 

 

Figure 1. Statistics for question 1: Moral conduct of companies is…? 

 

The results indicate that employees in the countries of the East and South 
Europe understand the necessity of application of moral standards in business 
dealings and they understand that such dealings imply acting both in the interest 
of a community and shareholders, more precisely, as many as 96% of 
respondents understand the concept of doing business morally, its significance 
for market trends and therefore its conducting to the satisfaction of employees, 
consumers and the wider public, Figure 1. 

Question 2: 

 

Are you of opinion that is it possible to conduct business  

both ethically (socially responsible) and profitably?  

 

88% 

10% 
2% 

Yes 
No 
Don't know 

 
Figure 2. Statistics for question 2: Are you of opinion that is it possible to 
conduct business both ethically (socially responsible) and profitably? 
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Based on their understanding of the concept of doing business in a morally 
responsible way, 88% of employees answered affirmatively. Such response 
confirms the fact that our employees recognize true moral values and believe 
that by respecting them, companies can only be profitable, and by no means the 
opposite. This standpoint is not supported by 10% of the respondents, 
perceiving profit, money and morality as categories that cannot be compared, 
whereas the modern society is only deepening the gap. 2% of the respondents 
have no opinion with regard to that, Figure 2. 

Question 3: 

 

How would you characterise your company from the aspect of morality? 

58.00% 

22.00% 

12.00% 

  8.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

Operates entirely by observing moral standards 

Operates according to moral standards only when 

forced (pressure of consumers, the public, etc.) 

Operates immorally 

Don't know 

 
Figure 3. Statistics for question 3: How would you characterise your company 

from the aspect of morality? 

 

When companies included in the survey are concerned, 58% of employees 
believe that they operate fully in accordance with moral standards; 22% believe 
that companies operate in this manner only if forced, due to a pressure of 
consumers, media, public, scandals, etc.; 12% of employees deem their 
companies to operate unethically, whereas 8% of them do not know or are not 
entirely familiar with the manner of their operation, Figure 3. 

 

Question 4:  

The chart indicates that consumer confidence and loyalty are the most important 
determinants (grade 4.4), stimulating companies to pursue their business policy 
in a socially and morally responsible way, Figure 4. Company brand, image and 
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reputation protection is second in importance (grade 4), whereas confidence of 
investors, public approval and the conviction that right things are done are 
slightly less important. 

 

 

Rank the following determinants (on the scale from 1 to 5, 1  

being the lowest and 5 the highest) according to their importance for socially and  

    ethically responsible operating of your company 

4 

4.4 

3.6 

3.85 

3.7 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

Brand and reputation protection 

Confidence and loyalty of consumers 

Confidence of doing the right thing  

Confidence of investors 

Public approval 

 

Figure 4. Statistics for question 4: Rank the following determinants (on the 
scale from 1 to 5, 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest) according to their 

importance for socially and ethically responsible operating of your company 

 
Question  5: 

 

Rank the following determinants (on the scale between 1 and 5, 1 being the lowest  

 and 5 the highest) that pose a threat to your company of deviating from its ethical standards 

3.75 

3.75 

3.55 

3.25 

3.4 

2.85 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

Market competition 

Pressure of consumers  

   and the public 

Corporate scandals 

Requirements of the owner  

        and/or investor 

Business pressures 

Globalisation 

 
Figure 5. Statistics for question 5: Rank the following determinants (on the 
scale between 1 and 5, 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest) that pose a 
threat to your company of deviating from its ethical standards 

In the countries of the East and South Europe, the biggest threat for companies 
to depart from their standards is market competition (grade 3.75) and pressure 
of consumers (grade 3.75), Figure 5. Namely, with the coming of large 
companies on our market, local companies, particularly small and medium size, 
became non-competitive, and they see designing of cheaper products to attract 
potential customers as the only way of surviving on the market, having as a 
consequence deterioration in quality, shorter product life etc. On the other hand, 
no less important are corporate scandals (especially financial misfeasance), 
(grade 3.55), as well as investor or owner requirements (grade 3.4), whereas 
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globalization, in the opinion of employees is not a serious enough threat (taking 
last position with grade 2.85) 

 

Question 6: 

 

Should consumers and the public be included in product  and  

 service designing (through suggestions, ideas, public debate and the like)? 

92% 

4% 
4% 

Yes 

No 

 Don't know 

Figur
e 6. Statistics for question 6: Should consumers and the public be 

included in product  and service designing (through suggestions, ideas, 
public debate and the like)? 

 

92% of the respondents deem it necessary to include employees in the process 
of product designing that is their opinion, suggestions and ideas are to be 
considered as they are potential consumers, buyers and, after all, they are a part 
of the public, Figure 6. This way, a sound and ethical culture is promoted in 
companies. The best way of hearing the opinion of employees is through public 
discussions organized in companies, by filling out questionnaires, through polls 
and internal researches etc. On the other hand, 4% of the respondents take 
neutral position, whereas the same percentage believe that corporate 
management is to make decisions on business strategy which makes them the 
most responsible. 

 

Question 7: 

The most important determinant which would affect employees to generate 
moral panic is existence of all necessary evidence on "morally problematical 
operating" (22.82%), followed by consultations on the respective issue with 
experts – lawyers, ombudsmen, advisors for ethical issues, etc. (18.79%) who 
assist employees to precisely determine types of irregularities or breach of law 
(16.78%), Figure 7. The procedure of reporting regularities is less important for 
employees (12.08), by which implies reporting first through internal channels 
(internal warning), and, if necessary, whistle blowing. Only 11.41% of 
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respondents believe that a specific situation justifies the action taken and 10.7% 
of respondents are affected by the fact that possible consequences of the 
decision made have been anticipated. The explanation for that is confidence of 
employees that provided all evidence was produced there would be the desired 
response, either by the public or competent bodies. The lowest percentage of 
respondents listed personal motives (5.37%) and some other reasons 
(dissatisfaction with the treatment in the company, poor inter-personal relations, 
etc. - 2.68%). 

 

Mark the determinants which may affect your decision to opt for  

a "public benefit" and generate "moral panic" due to  

immoral business dealings and a "morally problematic product" of your company 

11.41% 

22.82% 

16.78% 

10.07% 

5.37% 

12.08% 

18.79% 

2.68% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 

A specific situation justifies the action 

All necessary evidence has been produced 

Types of irregularities have been  

precisely defined 

Consequences of the decision made 
                have been anticipated 

Personal motives 

Respecting the procedure of  
reporting irregularities 

Consultation with experts (e.g. with 
 a lawyer, ombudsman etc.) 

Something else 

Figure 7. Statistics for question 7: Mark the determinants which may affect 
your decision to opt for a "public benefit" and generate "moral panic" due 
to immoral business dealings and a "morally problematic product" of your 

company 

 

Question 8: 

The answer to this question confirms the hypothesis of this paper that in the 
case of the existence of evidence of a precisely defined irregularity, upon 
consultations with experts, anticipated consequences etc. the employees would 
expose "morally problematic business activities", provoke moral panic and 
condemn such immoral conduct, considering that their moral responsibility and 
obligation, Figure 8. The research shows that 51% of employees are willing to 
opt for a public benefit, provided the given determinants are confirmed. 20% of 
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employees would still be in a dilemma, whereas 29% of them wouldn't report 
their company, stating as major reasons (Question 9, Figure 9): fear of losing 
one‟s job (41.18%), uncertainty as to the response of the public (39.22%), 
condemnation of other employees (1.96) and some other reasons (5.88). 

 

 

Provided that most of the previous determinants are relevant,  

would you expose the unethical conduct of your company to the public 

 and generate moral panic due to such "unethical business activities"? 

51% 

29% 

20% 

Yes. 
No. 
Don't know. 

 

Figure 8. Statistics for question 8: Provided that most of the previous 
determinants are relevant would you expose the unethical conduct of your 

company to the public and generate moral panic due to such "unethical business 
activities"? 

Question 9: 

 

Which would be the main reason  of your possible  

refraining from reporting morally problematic business activities? 

41.18% 

1.96% 

39.22% 

11.76% 

5.88% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 

Fear of losing job 

Condemnation by other employees 

Uncertainty as to the response of the public 

There is no reason 

Some other reason 

 
Figure 9. Statistics for question 9: Which would be the main reason  of your 
possible refraining from reporting morally problematic business activities? 
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Question 10: 
 

 

How to "assure" ethical business activities? 

15.83% 

22.50% 

9.17% 

29.17% 

19.17% 

4.17% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 

By conducting programs of training in ethical conduct 

By adopting ethical codes  

By anticipating  "moral crises" (immoral conduct) 
in the company) 

By respecting national legislation and 
international codes of conduct. 

Something else 

By establishing strong corporate culture of respecting ethical standards 

  
Figure 10. Statistics for question 10: How to "assure" ethical business 

activities? 

 

In order to reduce or eliminate a possibility of occurrence of moral dilemmas, 
establishing a strong corporate culture of respecting moral standards (29.17%) 
and adoption of ethical codes (22.50%) in regional companies is believed to be a 
critical step towards a creation of "morally non-problematic business activities", 
against a compliance with laws in each country (19.17%), Figure 10. Besides, 
employees state conducting programs of training in ethical conduct (15.83) and 
anticipation of moral crises before they actually occur (9.17) as significant 
determinants.  

In order to raise awareness of moral issues in doing business, particularly in the 
companies in the region, it is necessary for their management to assume the 
lead role aimed at allocating a part of income to research of moral issues which 
may relate to their companies. In addition to that, the executives need to 
regularly inform the employees on projects in the area of corporate social 
responsibility funded by their company, organize various types of education in 
ethical conduct, raise their awareness and indicate the necessity of a fair attitude 
towards the market, business partners, consumers and the public by giving 
examples. 

Finally, employees believe that business ethics and socially responsible conduct 
will become one of the most important issues in doing business in the next 5 to 
10 years. 90% of the respondents believe that companies which fail to find a 
balance between market success, profit and moral values will not be able to 
conduct their business successfully and will be outdone by competition. It is our 
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responsibility to observe those standards and to contribute as individuals to 
overcoming the "moral crisis" in current business dealings. 

 

4. UNIVERSAL MODEL OF RESOLVING MORAL DILEMMAS 
OF EMPLOYEES 

 

Expression of own concern is the most direct and usually the fastest way to 
bring about a desired change. It is assumed, naturally, that most companies do 
not purposefully wish to do harm to consumers of their products and services. If, 
for example, a product contains a hazardous defect, it is assumed that the 
company would be interested it its elimination, if not due to ethical, than for 
practical reasons – to avoid lawsuits, bad publicity, adverse response of 
consumers etc. (Mason, 1996). If there is a threat of a serious damage, and it is 
possible to prevent it by reporting it, an employee is morally obliged to report it 
(Foot, 2003). Prior to taking steps aimed at disclosure of unethical activities and 
other immoral dealings, an employee should consider all circumstances and 
factors in the product/service-employee-company-general public chain, to avoid 
unnecessary risk and be as efficient as possible. Based on previously presented 
research results and a theoretic analysis conducted, it is possible to project the 
following pattern of factors (criteria) determining the employee's decision 
(dilemma) whether to expose unethical business activities of his own company, 
putting the public benefit before the benefit of the company, acting as an ethical 
and socially responsible person, Figure 11. 

 
 

Figure 11. Presentation of factors an employee has to consider before 
deciding on reporting business malpractice. 

 

I) Does the circumstance justify the action? 

The employee must be assured that it is really about illicit and unethical 
business activities doing harm to other persons and that it is not a mere 
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disclosing of personal information, business secrets, lists of clients and similar. If 
a disclosure of irregularities implies the above listed, the employee has to 
determine whether the damage to be avoided is sufficient to compensate the 
damage to be incurred due to reporting (DesJardins, 2004). 

II) Gathering and Documenting All Necessary Information 

Te employee should furnish all necessary evidence and documents which could 
be used in court or hearing, and with which it is possible to convince an impartial 
observer in the actual existence of immoral activities of the company. If this is 
not possible, more information need to be furnished and it should be stated 
where and how to obtain additional information. If the needed information may 
be provided only in an illegal way, the employee must make sure that the 
irregularity is of such scale that it justifies the risk. 

III) Precise Defining of the Type of Irregularity 

Defining the exact nature of an irregularity in advertising may be useful for 
determining which evidence is to be furnished and who the report it to. If the 
regularity is not illegal, but anyhow does damage to the public, defining the 
nature of the irregularity will help the employee to decide whether he is obliged 
to disclose the activity and how to do that (Donagan, 1996). In that case, it would 
be best to report the unethical activities to a stakeholder group as such 
organization would: 1) demonstrate care and advise an individual as to how to 
avoid retaliatory measures by his superiors, colleagues and the company; 2) 
keep it confidential if necessary and 3) investigate the allegations trying to 
support them, instead of making it a sensation or turning it into a personal 
argument (DesJardins, 2004). 

IV) Formulating Accusations in an Adequate Way  

Accusations should be formulated as precisely and clearly as possible. If law 
offence is reported to a governmental advertising agency, technical data 
necessary for experts to confirm irregularities must be stated. If an irregularity 
does not imply technical data to support it, it is necessary to state as precisely 
as possible the type of an illegal or unlawful activity. 

V) Going through Personal Motives  

Although it is not necessary for the motive of those reporting irregularities to be 
worth moral justification, going through motives could help when deciding 
whether the circumstance justifies the action. A belief that those pointing to 
irregularities should suffer as a way of proving their ethical principles, is not only 
wrong and irrelevant for the issue of moral justifiableness, but deviated as well. 
There is no morally justified reason due to which the employee disclosing 
immoral and unlawful business activities should be exposed to any 
inconvenience or why he should suffer. On the other hand, De George‟s 
standpoint that an employee is not obliged to expose himself to a serious risk if 
he will not be compensated for that, is also wrong (De George, 2004). A duty of 
employees sometimes requires them to take certain risks, but both employees 
and the society as a whole should try to reduce those risks to minimum.   
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VI) Consultations with Experts 

Cooperation and consultations with experts are recommended in almost all 
phases of reporting immoral business activities. For example, lawyers assist in 
determining whether an irregularity on which the employee is warning is 
unlawful, whether it is documented in an appropriate way, whether a law is 
violated while collating documentation etc. Public interest groups could assist 
the employee in determining who to report, how to draw up the report and to 
protect him from possible disciplinary measures. However, the employee must 
be aware that a decision of initiating a procedure against immoral business 
dealings is a moral decision and that in the final analysis he will have to rely on 
his judgment exclusively.   

VII) Anticipation of Consequences 

Just as any action provokes a reaction, so the employee has to anticipate 
possible consequences of his decision. He should document all phases of the 
action in writing, by recording of meetings etc. Employees who can prove they 
had a justifiable reason to believe in the existence of irregularities, should be 
protected even if it turns out their accusations have been ungrounded. If it is 
proven that there were no grounds to believe in the existence of irregularities 
and the company suffered a great damage due to the ungrounded accusation, 
than the company is entitled to sue the employee or seek other type of recourse 
(Statman, 1995). Such provisions would impose certain risk for those ready to 
expose irregular activities and thus reduce a possibility of malicious actions. 

The final decision whether to institute a procedure against immoral corporate 
activities of his own company, the employ should make only after a thorough 
and detailed analysis of previously stated criteria and factors. If all previously 
stated conditions are met that is if all answers are positive, it is his moral 
obligation to indicate spotted irregularities and warn on them. 

Many employees would rather leave a company in which they work than 
undertake a decisive action against immoral and unlawful dealings, and that can 
be morally justified (Rolph et al. 1998). However, in those cases, a possible 
damage should be weighted in relation to positive effects to be achieved and 
rights to be protected (Ruth Marcus, 1996). Whether a public benefit will be 
given precedence to a corporate benefit, it is up to the employee and his 
judgment from the aspect of utilitarian pragmatic approach or the principle of 
freedom as a theory of choice of an individual, although even then there is a 
question whether he as an individual is free. That is possible in the legal sense, 
whereas in the moral it is not as that is to be followed by bad conscious and 
regret. All that indicates that if an individual sticks to deontological approach of 
Kantian determination in the sense of principles of mind, then he is deemed 
morally obliged to assume responsibility to point to a moral irregularity in the 
company itself.  
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5. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR MORAL DILEMMA 
RESOLVING 

It is determined that the fulfillment of the above mentioned criteria (prerequisites) 
in the given model gives a moral justification for the employee activity and 
therefore it is necessary to have a “supporting mechanism” to back and protect 
those employees whose acts are prompted by their consciousness. There are 
three ways for companies and the public to protect employees who decide to 
generate moral panic against “morally problematic operating” of their own 
company: 

 The first solution is provision of better legal protection, not only to 
whistle blowers, but a more strict regulation of the very corporate 
dealings; 

 The second solution is an attempt to change the attitude of  companies 
to condemn such employees in advance but instead to have methods 
and structures to support whistle blowing if there is an actual and 
justifiable threat; 

 The implementation of ethical codes as the basis of corporate conduct. 

It should be illegal for companies to fire or take other retaliatory measures 
against an employee having all needed documentation and disclosing 
irregularities in his own company. It is important to have legal provisions 
protecting whistle blowers and addressing practical and moral issues causing 
moral dilemmas among employees.  

Besides, companies that wish to operate ethically and do not want to be involved 
in harmful business practice, manufacture and advertising of hazardous product, 
could, in addition to complying with “minimum legal provisions”, take other steps 
to prevent the necessity of disclosing immoral business practice (e.g. ethical 
codes, appointing ombudsman for ethical issues etc.). Such reforms within a 
company could only contribute to a business climate (ambience) in which 
reasons leading to whistle blowing would be reduced.  

In order to achieve this, companies need to develop efficient internal channels 
for reporting irregularities, award employees using these channels and appoint a 
senior manager, or an internal operating auditor or an officer in charge of ethics 
with a task of detecting immoral and illegal practice (DesJardins, 2004). A 
specific kind of evidence may be kept, higher penalties prescribed and 
managers and other professionals could be rendered personally responsible for 
placement of hazardous products (Greenspan, 1995). Companies even may 
engage a person who would promote an ethically acceptable conduct, as 
opposed to conduct preferred by those interested only in meeting plans and 
profit-taking. If a corporate structure eliminates the need to report irregularities 
and immoral acts, that way, rights of employees and public benefit are actually 
protected. 
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6. CLOSING CONSIDERATIONS WITH ETHICAL 
EVALUATION OF THE RESEARCH 

 

Unlike other areas in which it is relatively easy to measure success, it is difficult 
to determine precisely what best ethical practices are. No company – and 
particularly large corporations – can guarantee that each employee will always 
act in an ethical and lawful way. Even those companies with well formulated 
objectives, telephone lines, ombudsmen and other programs can find 
themselves in trouble. It is believed that a systematic approach that is an 
approach inclusive of various factors, such as culture, leadership, formal 
programs of ethical conduct training and awareness of employees and 
management of the company of the existence of certain ethical issues is most 
likely to result in a genuine good corporate ambience. In concluding which 
attitude to take, it is important to point out the following facts:    

Firstly, if employees spot certain unethical activities in business dealings in 
their company, it is their moral obligation to potential consumers and the public 
to indicate to these illegal and unethical activities and to take a decisive action 
by generating moral panic among customers and the public. However, the fact 
that employees have the right to speak does not necessarily mean that they 
should do that on every occasion. They should first assess damage to be made 
to themselves, their colleagues or shareholders by such act in relation to the 
damage to which others would be exposed if the company would continue with 
an irregularity. To be sure the decision is right, an employee has to collate and 
document all facts and information supporting in an obvious way a suspicion on 
the existence of certain unethical and illegal activities, and to by all means 
consult experts and comply with the procedure of reporting irregularities.  

The above mentioned moral dilemma of the employee is further complicated by 
the situation that legal framework which would protect those deciding to raise 
their voice against their own company, for the benefit of potential customers and 
the public, still doesn't exist. In order to significantly decrease such moral 
dilemmas in the future, everyone has to take his share of responsibility and to 
decide to take specific steps and actions against such illegal and amoral 
business operation. This applies both to the government and the companies, 
and the media and the public, since the way of performing business activities 
reflects the society and its standards, and not the opposite. 

A moral dilemma of the employee is additionally complicated by the absence of 
legal frameworks which would protect those who decide to against the company 
they work with, to the benefit of potential customers and the public. To reduce 
moral dilemmas in the future, every party is to take his part of responsibility in 
taking specific steps and actions against illegal and unethical dealings – the 
government, companies, media, the public, individuals – as the manner of 
conducting business activities is a reflection of a society and its standards and 
not the opposite. 
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Secondly, companies should identify basic values and principles on which 
their policies are based. If basic values fail to support ethical conduct and 
rewards it brings, companies create conditions for emergence of moral issues. If 
stated values or ethical codes do not permeate a company, they cannot and will 
not change patterns of conduct.    

Thirdly, the pressure to fulfill unrealistic business deadlines and goals is a 
factor due to which ethical standards will most probably be disregarded. 
Corporate management on all levels should bear this in mind while conducting 
everyday routines. It is up to them to eliminate opportunities that induce 
unethical conduct and to encourage their employees to stick to the right 
direction. Building a genuinely moral company requires leaders and managers to 
work jointly in drawing up strategy and then laying foundations of a future 
system. That is in the present business environment by all means a challenge, 
but a challenge that can be overcome.  
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